
Time Session Content Self-directed learning materials 

9am  Preview of 

materials 

Time allocated to self-

directed learning. 

 

 

10.30  Introduction Background to the 

DOTDeaf project and 

online learning for 

SLTs and DLSs. 

1. British Deaf News March 2016 English (pdf) 
Here is a British Deaf News article for self-directed learning. It introduces the project topic in written English. 

2. British Deaf News March 2016 BSL (MOV) 
Here is a BSL video of a British Deaf News article for self-directed learning. It introduces the project topic. 

3. Bulletin article 2017 English (pdf) 
Here is a RCSLT Bulletin article for self-directed learning. It introduces the project in written English. 

4. Bulletin article 2017 BSL (MOV) 
Here is a BSL video of a RCSLT Bulletin article for self-directed learning. It introduces the project. 

5. PhD summary English (pdf) 
Here is a written English summary of the PhD research project 'Language Therapy in BSL'. 

6. PhD summary BSL (MOV) 
Here is a BSL video summary of the PhD research project 'Language Therapy in BSL'. It tells you about the 
research we did. 

7. News article video (MP4) 
Here is a BSL video with subtitles. It tells you about the DOT Deaf project teams and their work.  

8. Timeline with BSL (MP4) 
This timeline in written English and BSL shows how the DOT Deaf project developed over 10 years 

9. DOTDeaf trailer (MP4) 
This video gives a brief summary of the DOT Deaf project. It includes four different signed languages and 
written English. 

11  DLS and SLT 

conversations 

Information from SLTs 

and DLSs who have 

completed some 

modules plus 

questions and 

discussion. 

10. DLS SLT feedback 1 PhD (MP4) 
This feedback from a DLS + SLT tells you what the pair thought when they worked together in the PhD study. 

11. DLS SLT feedback 2 (MP4) 
This feedback from a DLS and SLT tells you what the pair thought when they tried DOT Deaf modules 

12. DLS SLT feedback 3 (MP4) 
This feedback from a DLS and SLT tells you what the pair thought when they tried DOTDeaf modules 

13. DLS SLT feedback 5 (MP4) 
This feedback from a DLS and SLT tells you what the pair thought when they tried DOT Deaf modules 

14. DLS SLT feedback 6 (MP4) 
This feedback from a teacher, DLS and SLT tells you what the pair thought when they tried DOT Deaf modules 

15. Parent feedback BSL (MOV) 
This video in BSL tells you about parent feedback from 'Language Therapy in BSL' 

16. Parent feedback English (pdf) 
This tells you about parent feedback from 'Language Therapy in BSL' in written English 

https://www.city.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/602330/Dot-Deaf-Workshop-Self-Directed-Learning-British-Deaf-News-March-2016-English.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykX12qvp1GQ&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=3
https://www.city.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/602333/Dot-Deaf-Workshop-Self-Directed-Learning-Bulletin-article-2017-English.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5501TheNL8E&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=3
https://www.city.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/602337/Dot-Deaf-Workshop-Self-Directed-Learning-PhD-summary-English.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UyCtST1Eas&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ougg1RjHN4Y&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpWCyIZl5xQ&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRi5b_GfYaE&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sW8c2_Kw2U&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2dzDalTpHk&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pjTEPJo7Wk&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNNsZimG9mg&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zuC5lotA_I&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfnX7TXbFOs&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=13
https://www.city.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/602335/Dot-Deaf-Workshop-Self-Directed-Learning-Parent-feedback-English.pdf


12 BSL breakout Opportunity for BSL 

users to discuss the 

DOTDeaf project and 

online modules. 

 

12.30 Lunch break   

1.15 Module review  Overview of the 

modules 

Breakout rooms to 

view the modules 

17. Module presentation preparation (MP4) 
This video in written English and BSL tells you about the DOT Deaf training modules. The information gives the 
background for the afternoon session of the workshop 

3.00 Panel Q and A   

3.30 View materials Time allocated to self-

directed learning. 

 

4.30 End   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjqrVwlcih8&list=PL-fOTakP4gHa9PZ_Fwx3AY8ktjvmzj5Mw&index=14

